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Haul truck tires cost a lot of money. This by
itself is not news. But how we view that
expense, and how we deal with the associat-

ed details, can have a huge impact on tire costs and
therefore on the bottom line of our operations. 

Coeur Rochester Inc. made a decision in 2000 to
stop treating tires as consumables, representing a
high-cost but inevitable expense. With the assis-
tance of the Elite Tire Management System (ETMS)
developed by tire suppliers D&D Tire Inc., Coeur

Rochester embarked on a comprehensive tire aware-
ness program. The goal was simple: Improve the per-
formance of tire dollars spent at the mine. By any
measure, the program has been a resounding suc-
cess. Improvements achieved in tire life over the
haulage and loading fleets have ranged from 11% to
45%, with no sacrifice in productivity.

The Coeur Rochester mine is an open pit heap leach
silver operation located 27 miles northeast of Lovelock
Nevada. The mine moves 20 million tons of ore and
waste annually. Four Caterpillar 992 loaders load a
fleet of 12 Cat 777 100-ton-capacity and Cat 785
150-ton-capacity haul trucks. Hauls range from less
than 1 mile up to 4.2 miles one way, on ramps grad-
ing up to 10%. While most loaded hauls are uphill,
there are significant downhill-loaded hauls as well.

The program’s success in improving tire performance
is attributed to application of the ETMS philosophy:
Management of the loading and haulage fleet is the
shared responsibility of the personnel operating and
maintaining both the fleet and the fleet’s working
environment. As such, efforts to improve tire perfor-
mance were directed at all members of the tire team,
including management, supervision, maintenance,
operations personnel, engineering, and purchasing. 

Seminars conducted by D&D Tire personnel involved
all members of the tire team, starting with manage-
ment, maintenance and operations supervisors, and
engineering and purchasing representatives, then
moving to include all related maintenance and oper-
ating personnel. The first step was addressing the
typical mindset. Although almost everyone recog-
nized the high cost of tires, an attitude persisted
that tires were merely rubber between the produc-
tion machinery and the road, and not an integral
component of the production equation. 

It was a simple matter to put tire costs into the per-
spective they deserved. Actual cost figures were used
to demonstrate, for example, that during the opera-
tional life of one haul truck engine, more mainte-
nance dollars are spent on haul truck tires than are
spent on the engine. Since the importance of engine
maintenance was generally well understood, this was
an excellent starting point for raising tire awareness.

The first seminars, loosely referred to as “Tires
101,” were directed at promoting a sense of owner-
ship in the tires by sharing the knowledge of how
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Pays Big Dividends at Coeur Rochester
T i r e  Awa r e n e s s  P r o g r a m

A comprehensive tire-awareness program that includes greater
focus on tire inflation, proper loading driving practices, and
improved road and floor conditions, has enabled Coeur’s
Rochester mine to achieve increases in its haulage-fleet tire life
of 11% to 45% without sacrificing productivity.

F E A T U R E S

By Al Tattersall, Senior Engineer, Coeur Rochester Mine and Britt Johnson, Vice President/General Manager, D&D Tire Inc.
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individuals’ contributions did to the performance of
tires in the pit. Management, purchasing and engi-
neering learned that all tires are not alike, that tires
must be matched to their applications, and that a
strong link exists between bench and haul road
design, for example, and tire costs. Maintenance
personnel learned the effects of air pressure on tire
life, and the importance of tire flipping, matching
and rotation programs. Loader and haul truck oper-
ators saw pictorial evidence of how common operat-
ing practices affect tire life and performance.. 

Dozer and grader operators reviewed the compo-
nents of road construction and maintenance, with
focus on bottom-line effects on tire life. Key to this
awareness process was that the information present-
ed to the group was linked whenever possible to site-
specific dollar-cost information about the effects of
poor practice. Also key was detailing the effect of
each individual’s contribution on the other players.

With the promotion of tire awareness as a starting
point, follow-up included site-specific analysis, job-
specific training, and further development of a pro-
gram to measure and improve performance. A
detailed history of each tire was maintained over its
life. Monthly out-of-service inspections on scrap
tires yielded critical information on wear profiles and
mode of failure. Trends were analyzed. 

As the program progressed, specific information
such as this supported key decisions concerning the

focus for operator training. Haul routes were ana-
lyzed to determine the best tire for the load, haul
profile and haul speed. A tire pressure scheme was
developed to best accommodate the up and downhill
loaded hauls. Up to 20% additional weight is trans-
ferred onto the front tires on a downhill haul. 

The link between tire inflation and performance was
a matter of great interest. Loading a tire with 20%
more than its design load is equivalent to under-
inflating that tire by 20%. This overloading can
reduce the tire’s life by 30%. If the tire is loaded
30% above its rated capacity, it is equivalent to
under-inflating that tire by 30%, and the resulting
loss of expected tire life is 40%. With this loss
potential in mind, the first of several weigh-scale
studies was undertaken in the pit to determine the
actual load on each haul truck tire. It was found that
over-loading and off-center loading could easily
exceed the rated capacity of the tires; pictures of
specific loads, scaled weights, and analysis of mea-
surements were immediately shared with the opera-
tors, and later reviewed in feedback seminars. 

Less obvious might be the effect of tire matching on
effective inflation pressures. While tire sizes may
match nominally, actual diameters vary according to
manufacturer and tire history, including position on
the truck. A worn tire mounted next to a newer, larg-
er tire results in overloading the newer tire. It was
also determined that the outer portion of the outside
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rear dual wears faster than the inside. From a main-
tenance point of view, flipping the tire provides more
even wear and the potential for getting more out of
the tire over its life. Matching tires results in proper
distribution of the load among the tires on the truck. 

Interestingly, the weigh-scale studies also detect-
ed deficiencies in suspension components (under-
and over-charged suspensions) that resulted in
differential loading on the tires. Maintenance per-
sonnel were then able to correct the problems,
possibly saving money on suspension components
as well as tires. In addition to yielding useful tire
information, the weigh-scale studies afforded
excellent opportunities to raise tire awareness,
and provided an invaluable reference point for
future discussions of tire issues. 

Further brief presentations emphasized the impor-
tance of daily visual tire inspections as part of the
operator’s pre-shift walk-around inspection.
Operators and supervisors were trained to look for
specific signs of damage, including such simple
things as missing valve caps, which would quickly
lead to air leakage and under-inflation. Coeur’s
“Tire Man” instituted a routine program of weekly
inflation and condition checks, usually done dur-
ing breaks in the shift. Information obtained from
the operators and the weekly inspections was inte-
grated into an ongoing schedule of tire rotation,
flipping and matching, to ensure that each tire
was used in an optimized position. Better tracking
of damage information in the form of a tire report,
signed off by the individual operators after tire
damage or flat tire incidents, is just one example
of the type of personal involvement necessary to
the success of this program. 

Focus on tire condition resulted in important conclu-
sions as to the causes of poor tire performance, and
how these causes could be addressed. For example,
damage to the right outside dual was attributed to
running over “tire biters” on the operators’ blind
side, where the operator was least able to judge con-
ditions. This was raised as an awareness issue, and
haul truck operators were trained to pass potential
obstacles on the “good” side when possible. Haul
truck operators were encouraged to take personal
responsibility for their hauls by calling the loader,
dozer, or grader operator to remove obstacles on the
road before damage could occur. The major causes of
this ongoing problem were found to involve several
factors, including: 1) narrow bench design, 2) not
keeping the dig face square, 3) poor floor cleanup, 4)
poor spotting 5) poor communication between the
loader and truck operators, and 6) operator attitude.  

Also presented in the seminars were photographs
showing tires recently damaged, and detailing the
exact dollar amount wasted in each case.

Throughout, the focus remained on the cost of poor
performance, and how each individual involved could
have personally contributed to reducing tire damage. 

As results of the tire program are compiled, each
operator of the top-performing truck is publicly
acknowledged for his or her contribution. A simple
hand shake in front of their peers is a quiet confir-
mation of the importance of the individual’s contri-
bution to the bottom line.

It is important to note that much of the information
in the operator and maintenance seminars was “old
hat” for experienced personnel. It was no revelation
to our operators that inflation pressures are impor-
tant, and that smooth roads are better than rough
ones. Most also know that a wet tire is more easily
cut than a dry one, and that a puddle on the haul
road could hide a rock that might damage a tire.
Most would immediately agree that slippage while
going around flat corners is harder on tires than driv-
ing on properly super-elevated corners at the right
speed. What is key about the tire program at Coeur
Rochester is the ongoing focus on the actual and
preventable cost of incidents and conditions affect-
ing tires, the focus on individual team member’s
actions,  and in the sharing of relevant information
with all the personnel involved. 

The methods of the tire program at Coeur are a text-
book example of management techniques that work.
Include all the players in the evaluation.
Communicate the goals to all the players. Educate
them on the importance and impact of their contri-
bution. Ask for their input. Listen and act when they
give it. Measure performance and share the results.
Follow up. While the focus of the tire program was
certainly tire use and abuse, the message is equally
applicable to the full range of performances in open
pit mining or indeed, any industrial operation. It is
intuitively clear that the associated benefits of this
team approach can be realized in a variety of cost
centers not associated with tires.
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